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Email : reddysrivaishnavi@gmail.com.

           CONTACT
           Call - 7227945921
        Mail - reddysrivaishnavi@gmail.com
       Instagram - vyshnavi_singireddy
 Portfolio link - vaishnavi98.carbomade.com /
Address - opposite near 7 Temples, Hyderabad

           
             School - Gowtham Model School
          Jr Collage - St francis (Hyderabad)
    B.des (Fashion Design) - UID (Gandhinagar)

          EDUCATION SOFTWARE
         - Illustrator
         - Photoshop
         - Word
         - Powerpoint

ABOUT ME

I’m a Design enthusiast who wants to explore things &
learn through it. My Specializations are Design Research

Illustration, Draping, Styling & Design Layouts.
I like to dream, think & listen to Music. 

 

 

 SKILLS
- Fashion Illustration 
- Pattern Making 
- Trend forecast 
- Draping 
- Styling
- Design Process
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The 90’s
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The 90’s:

These are the women who had a unique 
personality with charming looks in 90s. Girls 
were modern, homely nature and dramatic 
with their stunning looks. The colors of that 
period were known for its more neutral and 
moody colors. Alternatively, this era also 
known for noisy jewel coloured palette was 
composed of rich blues, bright purples, deep 
greens and hot red. So, personally 90s era is 
my favourite and which made me bring that  
back with a combination of modern era.
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Zodiac



Zodiac:

According to my concept- zodiac, it depects mood 
of faith which shows con�dent in something and 
while following the theme of zodiac it’s formerly
astronomy, the zodiac is divided into 12 signs each 
occuping 30 degrees of celestial longitude and 
roughly corresponding to the constellations aries, 
taurus, gemini, leo, virgo, libra, scorpio, sagittarius, 
capricorn,aquarius and pisces. Although the zodiac 
remains the basis of the ecliptic coordinate system. 
So, i have taken there’s symbol and signs as an 
inspiration for prints and pattern styles placed
them in my collection which shows unique 
signature of style. 




